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Jupiterimages/Photos.com/Getty Images Mercury's 50 hp suspension engine is designed to power boats over major rivers or lakes. The suspension is capable of producing 50 units of horsepower, which is beneficial for boats that navigate the water with little protection from the wind. The engine fuel induction system uses a cycle charge
format. Exhaust gases leave the Mercury 50 hp suspension system through the propeller. The Mercury 50 hp suspension engine is a four-cylinder engine with an in-line configuration. Engine transmission rate is 2.3:1. Only three transmissions are available on this outboard engine - forward, neutral and reverse. Mercury 50 hp suspension
sport is capable of producing 5,500 to 6,000 rpm. The total weight of the outboard engine is 255 pounds when dry and disconnected from the mounting frame. The Mercury 50 hp suspension engine has an electric starter. The ignition of the engine provides a starter with an electric spark in advance. The 10-amp alternator provides Mercury
with a 50 hp suspension engine with power after start. The suspension board is configured for remote steering, allowing the boat driver to be closer to the middle of the ship. The temperature of the Mercury suspension board is 50 hp controlled by a thermostat and cooled by the water cooling system. The Mercury 50 hp suspension engine
has a moist system of sumping water with grease pressure. Make sure the lubricant system has enough lubricant as part of regular maintenance. The Mercury 50 hp suspension engine also provides the operator with warning lights in case of engine problems. Warnings include an overheating warning, low oil pressure and excessive
engine revs. Jupiterimages/Photos.com/Getty Images boat owners must regularly inspect and maintain their Johnson suspension engines at frequent intervals. This ensures a proper start and a pleasure boating watch. Heat, friction and chemical pollutants in water can quickly compromise fuel and electrical systems. Because outboard
engines have to work so hard all the time with constant torque, regular maintenance is becoming increasingly important in insurance for smooth operation and proper performance. Trailer the boat to a convenient place of work, and stabilize the trailer against traffic. Place the outboard engine in a full downward tilt position. Examine the
propeller on the nick, cracks and curved tips of the blade. Pull the support shaft back and forth and from side to side. Any excessive movement indicates wear or tear in the bearing of the shaft propeller thrust. Remove all debris from the screw shaft, including the wound line or algae. Cut the line or seaweed away with wire cutters. Use a
hydrometer or multimeter to check the charge of the auxiliary battery if it is so equipped. Remove the plastic cell lids from the top battery and dip the hydrometer into one cell at a time. Hydrometer floats should read in green for all cells. yellow or red float floats battery discharge or a weak cell. Place a positive multimeter lead on a positive
battery terminal and multi-meter negative lead on a negative battery terminal. It should read at least 12 volts, preferably 12.5 volts. Add distilled water to any low cage, in addition to the neck case. Charge the battery to the maximum standing volt. Connect a flash device and a garden hose to the lower ports to receive fresh water. Use a
piece of wire to probe the water intake ports on either side of the lower block as well as the upper exhaust port. Clean up all the debris from the intake and exhaust ports. Turn on the hose and start the engine. Watch out for clean water coming out of the exhaust port, without a splash of oil or excessive steam. Rinse the engine for at least
10 minutes to remove the salt water and algae. Turn off the flash device. Unclasp the engine's top case hood, and set it aside. View the plug wire (or plug wire) for breaks and loose joints at the tip of the spark plug. The rubber wire boot fork should be free of cracks and firmly fit too tip the fork. If your upper engine body contains a ratchet
rope for starter recoil, examine it for free movement and smear some sea lubricant under the specer ratchet. Learn to pull the rope for fights and cuts. Clear any wreckage from the flywheel. Use an outlet to remove the ignition candle. Check the electrode for excessive depreciation or carbon accumulation. Use a wire brush to clean the tip
of the electrode. Contact the repair guide for properly tearing the ignition candle for your engine. Many Johnson forks require 0.20, for example. Bend the Tang electrode closer together by pressing it with a ratchet wrench, or use pliers to open it. Screw the fork into your head manually and tighten it with an outlet. Find the lower
transmission of the plug and remove it with an outlet or screwdriver. Let the butter gear drain into the pan. Remove the plug of the gear case. Insert the hand pump oil bottle hose into the drain plug and pump the oil gear until it seeps from the top plug of the filler. Replace the filler fork and tighten it with an outlet or screwdriver. Remove the
pump bottle hose quickly and replace the gear oil drain plug. Tighten it with an outlet or screwdriver. Remove the engine of the crank oil plug with an outlet or screwdriver and let the motor oil drain into the pan. Replace the drainage plug and tighten it with an outlet or screwdriver. Remove the dipstick. Contact your owner's guide for the
proper volume of your eccentric's oil. Fill the cranked cupboard with new oil using a bottle of hand pump oil or funnel. Check the oil level with the dipstick. Find zerks (nipples) on your motor mount is a rotary bracket and steering wheel of communication rods. Use a manual pump grease cannon to inject lubricant into each zerk installation.
Check out the repair guide for all your suitable locations, especially if you have an electric tilt finish. Wipe the excess fat with a rag. Rag. Your engine has a hydraulic finish, check the liquid tank to the correct level. Explore hydraulic lines for leaks and dense fittings. Contrary to popular belief, many Johnson suspended lower units should be
filled with oil gears from the drainage cork. This method is used to ensure that the air does not remain in the cavity of the block when oil is displaced. Check your guide to be sure. Boat owner manualWire cuttersHydrometerMultimeter (optional) Distilled WaterBattery Charger (if applicable)WireFlush deviceMarine greaseSocket setRatchet
wrenchScrewdriversWire brushFeelerPlierididSDrain panHand pump (oil bottle) Gear oil (lower case) Engine oilFunnel (optional) They make high-quality, high-performance one- and two-stroke engines. However, they don't always fire straight when you try to start them. There are a few things you need to know before they are turned
upside down. Make sure there is a lot of gas in the fuel tanks of the boat. Check the oil level and battery level by looking at the console sensors. If one of them is low, replace as needed. Squeeze the primer onto the hose, which leads to the outboard engines. Give them about five solid pumps. This sends fuel into the engine, so it will take
a spark. Put the boat in neutral and insert the key into the ignition. Then move forward several times on the key. Turn the key until the hanging one flips over. You may notice that it is suffocating or slow at the beginning. If he has a problem like this, move on to step five. Add ethanol treatment for outboard engines. This helps the engine
cope with gasoline with a high ethanol content (up to 10 percent). Ethanol is an alcohol and solvent that does not respond well with outboard engines due to the fact that there is more moisture allowed in the suspension. It can also create sludge and deposits in hanging boards. Installing a higher-end fuel filter will also help solve problems
with ethanol, as it can create sludge and deposits in a suspended engine. GasOilMarine Engine Processing for EthanolPremier Valves You have to consider many different issues when deciding which sailboat is best for you. Whether you're looking for a great daysailer or a small cruising sailboat, you can choose between sailboats that
have an engine on board and those with a hanging engine. Each of them offers certain advantages. Tom Lochhaas Many aspects of inboards and hanging are similar. Fuel consumption does not change much, and parts and mechanics are equally available for both when a problem arises. Standard maintenance can be easily done by
owners of both. Operational controls are similar. Many Sailboats, like the board, are conceived by the battery and use alterators to return energy to batteries and meet the needs of the boat. However, there are many other important differences. Tom Tom The vast majority of sailboats are large enough to have an engine built either for the
board or the suspension, so you tend to choose between boats that already have one or the other installed. However, you may still need to make a decision between Boat A with one type and a similar B boat to another. The two boats shown in these photos, for example, are about the same size, and one has a suspended and the other
has an inboard. However, with the age of the boat sometimes have to replace the engines, and sometimes the owner replaces the original engine on the suspension. (This almost never happens in reverse, however, as boats built for the outboard do not have room or structural support for the engine on board to be later added.) If you are
looking at a sailboat turning from an engine into a hanging one, be observant when you take the boat for your sea trials. With a very large outboard engine, for example, a boat can be unbalanced by having this weight far astern and can squat in the water rather than swim as well. Also, make sure that the fuel tank has been properly
installed so that leaks or fumes cannot collect below deck and create a risk of explosion. Suspended engines and outboard engines have their advantages, but also disadvantages. When choosing between comparable boats with different types of engines, make sure you have considered these differences: Most inboards are diesels that
are generally more reliable, cost less to run and maintain, and eliminate the dangers of a gasolineA marine diesel engine that has been able to be well maintained can last most of life (many 30-year-old diesels still work well on sailboats) The weight of the engine is low in the hull Contributing positively as the ballast to improve stabilityThe
congenital engine is out of sight and out of sight - and does not disturb the beauty of the appearance of the boatAs only a very general rule, most sailboats with innate engines have more electricity and more extensive systems and equipment installed for the cruisingThe prop is lower in the water and less likely to cavitize in the steep
waves Inboards heavier and make the boat a little slowerInboards, usually and often it's hard to work for it's very difficult and expensive, to remove the instrumentant engine for overhaul or replacement, and sometimes impossible without cutting through fiberglass Replacing inboard with a new board more expensive than with hanging
comparable sizesInboards take up a lot of space belowInboard engines require shaft packaging, where the support shaft comes out of the hull , increasing the risk of water leakage in the boat (even - rarely - fatal) Availability allows easy to service motorAn suspension can be removed much easier to repair or replace the engine. or tilted to
prop from the water, producing less resistance when swimming -- and The risk of obfuscation lines or debris in the water Issainting from the installation, it may be possible to turn the engine to enhance steering in hard seatsNth four-stroke engines quiet and vibration freeOutboard engines cheaper than suspended engines need a new
outboard engine for your small sailboat? Check out the big new propane-powered suspension from Lehr. For many eyes, the hanging sailboats look uglyBecause support not deep in the water, it can cavitize (spin without power) when the feed rises in steep wavesInvolution boat was well designed to prevent this, the gas tank can be
positioned awkwardly or even dangerousold two-stroke engines can be noisy and smoky oversizAn oversized outboard can make the sail a better type of engine. The same is true when comparing fixed keel and central sailboats or sloops and ketches. Suspended engines are usually mounted on sailboats through separate brackets rather
than clamped on a transistor, as on most motor boats. Check the bracket carefully in any boat you are considering. It needs to be solid and mounted reliably, and it should be priced for the weight of the outboard engine. The new four is harder than the old two strokes, so if you (or previous owner) replace the suspension, you should make
sure that the bracket is still appropriate. Many suspension brackets, as shown here, can be moved up and down to lift and lower the engine. This is a useful feature because the installation does not always provide enough space for all the pendants to be tilted forward on their own mounts. Measure this carefully if you buy a sailboat with an
installed bracket, but no engine until you buy your own. The last word: some builders of sailboats have resolved the dispute between the sides and the suspension boards, design the cabin and hull with a well in which the suspension is installed. In this case the suspension function is like a board with many benefits of both. Although this
design is a compromise in some respects, it works well on many boats. The biggest drawback, as a rule, is that because the well is fixed in size, it is impossible to install a larger suspension. Since the new four-stroke is more than two strokes of similar horsepower, it may be impossible in some cases to go from an old two-stroke
suspension to a four-stroke with greater or even comparable horsepower. Horsepower. 2001 mercury 40 hp outboard service manual. mercury 40 hp 2 stroke outboard service manual pdf. mercury 40 hp 4 stroke outboard service manual pdf. mercury 40 hp bigfoot outboard service manual pdf. free mercury 40 hp 2 stroke outboard service
manual pdf. 2011 mercury 40 hp 4 stroke outboard service manual pdf. mercury 40 hp 2 stroke outboard service manual
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